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A. Appendix
A.1. Functional Contrastive Learning on CNPs

τ 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.07 0.007

IC 8.5550 8.9810 8.8551 7.8196 8.1409
CC 10.4660 10.5135 10.5604 8.8420 9.3846

Table 1. Results of the evaluation on ShapeNet1D using different
temperature values in FCL.

τ 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.07 0.007

IC 0.1564 0.174 0.1962, 0.1441 0.1401
CC 0.1594 0.1758 0.2089 0.1390 0.1332

Table 2. Results of the evaluation on ShapeNet2D using different
temperature values in FCL.

Methods Max MaxFCL

ARI ↑ 0.21 0.20
MI ↑ 1.13 1.03
SS ↑ 0.31 0.15
CHI ↑ 118.73 18.90
DBI ↓ 1.00 1.65

Table 3. Analysis of latent task representation on Distractor be-
tween Max and MaxFCL using various clustering metrics.

A grid search on hyperparameter τ is very expensive es-
pecially on vision tasks. Therefore, we search only on a
discrete set {0.007, 0.7, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0} and find that τ = 0.07
shows the best performance on ShapeNet1D and τ = 0.007
on ShapeNet2D. The results are shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2.

For the Distractor task, we visualize the task representa-
tion obtained for novel objects in Fig. 1 where each color

or number denotes one category and each point denotes
the representation of each novel object. {10, 11} are the
novel categories {sofa, watercraft}. Note that each ob-
ject is considered as a single task and all tasks are learned
in a category-agnostic manner. This figure indicates that
MaxFCL can better shrink the distance between similar ob-
jects and repel the different ones implicitly. For instance,
without a contrastive loss there is one outlier in Fig. 1a that
is far away in representation space from the other objects.
In particular, some samples are not well clustered based on
categories, which is due to the high object variations within
the same category.

Furthermore, we investigate the influence of FCL on the
predicted task representations over all 12 categories using
five clustering metrics, namely Adjusted Rand Index (ARI),
Mutual Information (MI), Silhouette Score (SS), Calinski-
Harabasz Index (CHI) and Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI).
Results are shown in Tab. 3. FCL leads to a more dispersed
latent distribution compared to the original CNP, which re-
duces the vacancy in the latent space and thus improve the
generalization ability to unseen tasks.

A.2. Training Details

For all tasks, we use 500k training iterations for CNPs
and 70k for MAML. Furthermore, the best model on the
intra- and cross-category dataset is saved during training.
This leads to better models than early stopping with man-
ually defined intervals. All experiments are conducted
on a single NVIDIA V100-32GB GPU. Distractor and
ShapeNet2D need around 3 − 5 days for training, depend-
ing on different choices of augmentations, Pascal1D needs
8 hours and ShapeNet1D around 12 hours.

Additional Results. We have evaluated MMAML [2],
a conditional variant of MAML, on ShapeNet1D based on
reviewer’s recommendation in Tab. 4. The results is worse
than MAML, indicating that the designed task-aware mod-
ulation in MMAML doesn’t benefit our tasks.



(a) Max

(b) MaxFCL

Figure 1. Visualization of latent variables on (a) max aggregation
(b) max aggregation + functional contrastive learning (MaxFCL).

MMAML No Aug DA TA DA+TA

IC 19.6900 26.3624 19.0705 27.4973
CC 20.6123 26.4090 19.4285 27.3120

Table 4. Performance of MMAML [2] on ShapeNet1D.

A.3. Task Augmentation

The angular orientation of Pascal1D is normalized to
[0, 10] whereas ShapeNet1D uses radians with range [0, 2π].
For ShapeNet2D, the azimuth angles are restricted to the
range [0◦, 180◦] in order to reduce the effect of symmetric
ambiguity while elevations are restricted to [0◦, 30◦]. we
add random noise to both azimuth and elevation angles and
then convert the rotation to quaternions for training.

A.4. Data Augmentation

Affine scales images between 80% − 120% of their
size along x and y axis and translate the images between
−10% − 10% relative to the image height and width, and
fills random value for the newly created pixels. Dropout
either drops random 1%-10% of all pixels or random im-
age patches with 2% − 25% of the original image size.
CropAndPad pads each side of the images less than 5% of
the image size using random value or the closest edge value.
For ShapeNet2D, we furthermore add GammaContrast with
a range [0.5, 2.0], AddToBrightness with a range [−30, 30]
and AverageBlur using a window of k×k neighbouring pix-

els where k ∈ [1, 3]. We use the open-source package [1]
for all data augmentations.

A.5. Meta Regularization

Yin et al. [3] employ regularization on weights, the loss
function is defined as:

L = LO + βDKL(q(θ; θµ, θσ)||r(θ)) (1)

where LO denotes the original loss function defined individ-
ually in Distractor and pose estimation. meta-parameters θ
denote the parameters which are not used to adapt to the
task training data. Function r(θ) is a variational approxi-
mation to the marginal which is set to N (θ; 0, I) in Yin et
al. [3]. We follow the same setup in our experiments.

A.6. Examples of Inference Results

We visualize examples of evaluation on novel
cateogories in Fig. 2 for Distractor, Fig. 3 for ShapeNet1D
and Fig. 4 for ShapeNet2D.
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(a) Distractor sofa

(b) Distractor watercraft

Figure 2. Examples of Distractor on novel categories (sofa and watercraft) where green dots are ground-truth and blue dots are predicted
positions.

(a) ShapeNet1D piano

(b) ShapeNet1D bed

(c) ShapeNet1D bus

Figure 3. Examples of ShapeNet1D on novel categories (piano, bed, bus).



Figure 4. Examples of ShapeNet2D on novel categories (piano, bed, bus). Predictions are converted to (azimuth, elevation) angles.


